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Twahirwa Deborah & Tuyishimire Florence 

SFH0112 

 

I am called Tuyishimire Florence; I study in Private School named Groupe Scolaire de l’ APAPEB in Senior 

five: section of Languages and Literature. I met various problems at school but among which [there are 

some] I would like to ask you. 

I am called Twahirwa Deborah; I have accompanied my niece to have conversation with her on some 

questions she asks herself, of which she never got solutions.  

Florence: After genocide in 1994, Rwanda remained with many orphans; those of Genocide and those of 

war… you find that a Rwandan family was destructed, more especially in culture and relationships 

among people. So I would like to ask you some questions which I do not understand well. I ask myself 

why most parents do not love children that are not theirs and take them in their families and consider 

them like theirs?  

Deborah: Thanks! Sincerely you are right to ask such question. In Rwanda, surely there was no orphan-

ship [in the past], where ever a child could go he could feel at home. The child would grow up with such 

a charity, thinking that every parent is his/her mother and or father; they would welcome him and he 

would feel comfortable as other children. He would find there [that] if a child loses his parents and 

becomes an orphan, other parents would take care of him, most of those who had lived together with 

his family, relatives, and even everybody felt that it was his responsibility to care for an orphan. What an 

orphan loses, [he] could find it in other families. If it is to study, he would go to school; if it is to get 

marriage, they would prepare her for marriage; if he falls sick, he would be taken to hospital. Generally 

they cared for him in the same way as they cared for their children.  

So after such time, you know Rwanda was hurt and Rwandese were hurt too. The war that took place in 

Rwanda affected negatively everybody in such way that it could not be explained, since, before the war, 

Rwandans were living in harmony without Hutus, Tutsis and Twas. You could move from Byumba to 

Kigali and whenever night came you could sleep in every home and they welcomed you and you felt at 

home, in general, the problems that we are seeing today never existed before in the past. It means that 

during the genocide that happened in Rwanda, brothers killed each other and friends also killed each 
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other; someone closer to you would kill you. This brought suspicion in Rwanda and made people to live 

on suspecting each other and in such suspicion people lost hope; there comes less care by parents for 

others kids. Even if they find them doing wrong, they would feel less concerned, by saying that if I 

happen to punish or correct such kid, they would say that I am doing so because am not belonging to his 

ethnic clan. The reason, why am saying this is, in Rwanda, there are genocide perpetrators who are in 

jail and also there are genocide survivors who are outside there and among such people there is a 

problem due to the fact that time came when neighbors killed each other; some could come and kill 

your family members, while before such massacres you were good neighbors. But after such horrors 

there came a justice where that killer is held liable for all crimes that he committed and later the family 

of that jailed criminal would not talk at all to the child of the survivors because of such suspicion and 

regret; they will keep on saying no I can talk to him. Which means that, after war, children got trauma 

since they saw a lot of extra ordinary, horrible situations of such massacres among persons and this still 

persists in their minds, you always hear about traumatism where sometimes some children get 

traumatized and it could happen to you since children were injured mentally, I think such injury made 

them lose their value. What I want to say is that, though parents were traumatized, children were 

traumatized too, which means that among them all there is no hope and trust. Even if a parent adopts a 

child—there are some of them who adopt them because of certain interests, others because they have 

no choice—after taking them home because of such trauma inside them of which they cannot 

understand, it makes them to quarrel when the kid makes a mistake, parents take it very serious and 

they fail to receive or to assess it in all angles by saying that this kid has done wrong like others can do. 

But in the Rwanda of the past, parents would sit down and say that this kid has done wrong like 

others(emphasis added). Today, parents are not calm or stable it is very hard for them to accept such 

situation. 

                  I think that it is as a result of informal education that kids are getting today. There are kids who are 

caring for themselves, such kids have no parents, aunts, and uncles for giving them informal education 

and that child who cares for himself with such discipline. [This discipline] is the one he takes to the 

family that adopts him and that is why parents are saying that children are undisciplined. For example, 

by saying that… “the one that am having is also undisciplined, I tell him to do this and he disobeys it, I 

advise him and he does take my advice.” But, for me, we should not blame the children only. There is a 

cause, as I have said, there is trauma among children and parents and the [understanding] is not the 

same and even there is where it is little and sometimes it causes conflicts in some families between kids 

and their guardians. 

Florence: I have understood it very well. Perhaps the discipline for orphans who are adopted is not 

good, depending on the way they live, to them they consider life as meaningless and generally bad. How 

would you compare the discipline for today’s orphans and that of orphans in the past?   

 Deborah: The discipline for today’s orphans is the discipline that complicates them, as you have said it 

before; that there is a kid who rose up with parent till certain age and after the war remained alone, 

while another one remained with single parent with low level of understanding irrespective of the level 

of kid. Generally, orphans are not only with bad manners, but also other children, even though key 
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factor is the discipline for orphans who have no one to care for them. In Rwanda proverb, they say that 

“Other person’s kid attracts no attention.” That is how they would say, but I do not support such ideas 

and I think such poor and old understandings are possessed by many parents. But it must change, 

discipline must be the same to all, whether orphans or kids with parents; today they are studying and 

living together. And I would like to say that discipline is not easy, it adopts itself to the development. You 

see there are telephones and internets, there is rapid development, and find that such development 

reaches on kids and affects them in that they would enter in it wrongly, with poor understanding, 

without having conversation with their parents. Kids take such culture and discipline as they are, since 

they have no time to discuss with their parents or guardians, due to the fact that they give them no time 

to chat. Let me talk about such problems of orphans, perhaps there is the way you see it: a kid with 

parents, even if they fail to get a time, they could get little moments to tell their kid something, 

correcting him, by telling him here you have done wrong this is a taboo or forbidden, but an orphan has 

a lot inside him of which he has no time to express there is no room to open himself and say what is in 

his mind and what hurts him. The discipline they have is that one mixed with loss of hope and something 

you can call suicide, the discipline of self-hatred and desperation. But all these have cause, as we have 

said that everything has a cause, all have a reason why they happened. The discipline for children who 

are caring for themselves is not good at all since most of the people do not give them a care and 

everybody is caring for his relatives. It is such discipline where you find that they consider life as useless 

and this give them the discipline that is not welcomed by others.  

 Facilitator: As someone assisting in such an activity, I have heard the questions that a child has asked 

and I have heard how you have replied to her as a parent, but also I have a question. While you answer 

it, I would like you to help the child to understand well. I think that when she asks those questions it is 

because she sees bad things happening in front of her from where she is asking why there is no love by 

parents or other people towards orphans. Perhaps what you’ve explained to her was good, but I would 

like you to relate what you’ve been talking to their behaviors towards orphans to whom she’s asking 

about.  Through such questions, at any time, she will have behaviors that make her a good and 

important person. I would like that while answering her, you could give her responses on how orphans 

should behave as compared to their adopting families to become an important person. Therefore what 

do you think should be done by orphans or all Rwandese in general to make sure that these orphans, be 

them in adopting families or those that look after for themselves, are becoming useful people.   

 Deborah: Thanks. Let me start with the kids that have got chances to be adopted by families. It was 

clearly explained by answering the cause [that] parents not to freely want to adopt children. Love is 

missing in people, more especially in parents, where everybody is too selfish; one cares for only his own 

kids and doesn’t care about others’ kids. For those kids that have been adopted, I think they’ve got 

negative thoughts in their minds, such as hopelessness, negative experiences they faced… It’s true they 

became orphans but all I can say to them is that since they are lucky to have new families, they should 

find it special and be submissive to their guardians. They also understand that those parents just 

adopted them because they loved them, wanting to help them grow up. So, such kids with such 

opportunity should submit to the guardians’ advices for them. Kids should choose what is right and 

wrong from his/her adopted family, not keep thinking about the past by saying that he/she is an orphan, 
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because a parent is not only the biological but whoever cares about you. So goes the Kinyarwanda 

saying that “Educations makes character”. Being born is one thing and education is another thing. For 

those who even have a chance to go to school, they should welcome such a chance. As I have said it a 

little earlier, they should choose good or bad by ignoring what they think is bad. When you care for 

someone and this person shows less concern with your care, you feel unhappy. They need to show their 

guardian that they appreciate what was done by considering as them as their actual parents. They 

should feel comfortable with the love given by their adopting family. They must have that spirit of self-

acceptance and thank God for those families.  

 Florence:  Yeah, I have understood. But, again there is a time you find a kid in the family, for instance I 

have spent 10 years with you. Orphans do errors to families thus making their guardians to quarrel with 

them saying thinking that these orphans are more disobedient than others, yet these orphans feels 

these are not their real parents and do not love them. What would you advise these orphans to not be 

offended?  

 Deborah: Thank you for such a question. Quarreling is normal. I would advise these orphans… let me 

start with the parents. You’ve said that guardians think orphans are more undisciplined than their 

biological children, and on the other hand, orphans think that guardians say so because they are not 

their biological parents. To me, surely Rwandan parents never used to isolate kids; all mistakes were 

mistakes irrespective of the kid that made them. Whether orphan or not, parents would take such a 

mistake as it is and such parents, thinking like that they should not continue doing it. As you have said, 

in fact, we have stayed together for 10 years and sometimes we lived a life of quarreling. As I have said, 

no person can live without a quarrel; even a child and her proper mother, they do quarrel and 

sometimes a kid … can become too indiscipline with his/her biological parents, not because they hate 

him. You saw many examples of a child complaining that his/her Parents hate him/her yet they are his 

or her biological parents. I would like to tell parents to fairly and equally consider all kids’ mistakes, be 

orphans or not, and understand the correlation of the age to errors committed.  I would ask parents to 

adjust the Kinyarwanda perception [to give] less care to other people’s kids, but instead should care for 

them as their own kids. On the other side, orphans as well should not feel disfavored by their non-

biological parents, and stop thinking that only his/her biological parent is the one to sincerely love 

him/her because kids feel these parents pretend to be loving them. What I would advise the orphans is 

to know that these guardians love them, thus should honor such an initiative. Orphans must find it a 

charity to be adopted and should not take mistakes of their guardians as intentionally made just 

because they are not their biological children and they always appreciate even the little good done by 

these guardians. And they need to know that there are essentials in their lives; they need to accept the 

education given to them, choose right and ignore wrong (here I mean that they should not accept bad 

things to done against them). They need to create humanity in themselves as they live with other 

persons; they should not always referring to the past, thus hindering themselves to prosper. As you 

know me, for all the time we have been together, I am a kind of person who’s cared for myself up to this 

age. The reason why I adopted you had to do with encouraging, not referring to the negative past 

experiences, even though I indispensably do, and I feel I should not hurt again! Therefore, I must work 

hard for a better future. I struggled for myself as I was growing up and, as a girl, protected myself 
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against boys because I thought that if I become pregnant my life was to end right there and no one 

could care for me. I struggled for having good things until I eventually forgot or ignored all the negative 

experiences. All I did was to follow advices from others. Therefore there is a need to have courage by 

forgetting the horrible past experiences and focusing on making the brighter future, yet such [courage] 

is determined by the person himself and no one can bring it to you. This comes from having courage, 

listening to good advices, being patient even in critical times… in order to move forward. But when you 

remain in such a life without hope, that situation locks and hinders you from reaching anywhere. That 

courage for struggling for me is what motivated me to adopt an orphan; I patiently lived together with 

them and I would be advised by others. So I would advise orphans is to have courage to struggle for 

themselves and such courage requires a lot of things and I hope another time we shall also talk about 

courage. 

 Facilitator: Thanks. I think that what you’re telling Florence is right. And again those who pray, they are 

taught to care for the orphans and the widows… Now, would you advise the adults about the life and 

welfare of orphans and how should they behave in order to help these orphans to know that even 

though they are passing through difficult life, there are people responsible for them to carefully help 

them grow up thus should submit to them? After answering that, Florence will go on to ask you more 

questions. 

 Deborah: Thanks for that! Indeed, the word of God states like that: and there is where it is said that 

“God is the father of orphans and the husband of widows” that actually cautions people not hurt such 

people. It instead encourages loving such persons because being a widow is so sad: seeing someone 

[with whom] you’ve been sharing life passing away is not something that can easily be erased in the 

mind. More still, to lose your lovely parents is also difficult to forget. But, you ask me my advice on how 

a person should behave toward such orphans. First of all, I find it normal to become an orphan or a 

widow. Nobody calls for that situation. We should have lovely hearts mostly towards such a person, 

understanding that they were badly hurt and that it will take them long to be fully free from such pain 

since they can’t be cured of that. So we need to have compassion for them, being patient over their 

mistakes since they do not intentionally commit such mistakes. I think such love should go beyond the 

limits of their mistakes and should draw our attention to come close to them and not be tired of 

advising them. Since it takes long for an orphan to feel relieved of the negative thinking, he/she should 

as well take time to cater for them. I would also advise parents and Rwandan society in general to 

understand that these orphans and widows need a lot of care in order to give them the better future.  

 Florence: Perhaps I have understood; there are orphans who might be my age with bad manners yet 

need make a better future and there are those without families to advise them. So we need to put in 

more effort to urge them to better determine their destiny. As our caring parent, what piece of advice 

would you give us to not keep feeling negative of orphan-ship? 

 Deborah: Thanks again. What I can advise you, is to know what happened to you can as well happen to 

many others and that it cannot be the end of life, though it’s sad, but normal and natural. People have 

always met hurting circumstances and life is a mix of both good and bad.  So you need to focus onto 
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shaping your future, you never survived to become coward neither to keep suffering! Most of you are 

young and energetic and got chances to go to school and or find families to care for you. For those who 

are in school should work hard to eventually be able to help others, briefly you need to have clear 

purpose and aim to succeed and covet. You should also feel satisfied with the little that you have, more 

especially for girls, and not desire a lot, which eventually causes dissatisfaction and problems. There is a 

need to understand you will meet traps and if you are weak and not careful, others will take advantage 

you. That’s actually when you will find some orphans are getting pregnant when they have no means. So 

you will attract people’s attention when you are somebody. I would advise boys to be strong men with 

good character and consistency. They should have purpose and study hard. Those with means to go to 

school but with other limited capacities could create jobs and carry them out in the right way in order to 

achieve their targets. There are more advices, but, more crucially, you must have a sense of living and to 

the better standards because you can by yourselves unlike dwelling on sugar mammies and sugar 

daddies.  

 Facilitator: Thanks! As we are coming close to end, most of the time while conversing with families with 

orphans especially girls, their guardians say that their attitudes moves to bad / immoral acts: boys take 

drugs, girls fornicate… so people are worried about their behaviors. And from your analysis as a parent 

such is caused by trauma or lack of care and respect in the Rwandan society. This brings me to 

Deborah’s questions about advising on orphans’ behaviors versus their adopting families. You have 

given out your advice but I would like you to tell us if really it is really a result of trauma and carelessness 

among people? 

 Deborah: Ok! Trauma experts say that “it can cause to misbehave,” and that cannot be denied. So as I 

had said a little earlier, there are kids who feel enough is enough and cannot bear anymore with 

anything negative. The fact that I have got chances to be able to talk to these orphans and from what we 

have chatted about, they have felt kind of hopeless and frustrated from losing their parents. So I think 

this trauma from past experiences can’t be ignored as far as these kids’ behaviors are concerned, thus 

saying it could be one of the causing factors. Coming back to their education and character 

development, Rwandan society has faced a tendency/habit of just showing out to others when actually 

they do not deliver to responsibilities, as regards caring and shaping character of the adopted kids. They 

just adopt to show out to others that they have done so, but never come close to these kids for any 

intimacy. So they only meet while quarreling and/or during negative communication. These parents 

never appreciate the good done by the kid for encouragement. These guardians need to find time come 

close to these kids, get to know/understand them better, appreciate and encourage them and by 

creating this intimacy it gives big hope and character to the kids. Just like kids who give no option to 

their guardian / parents, you find some parents are ready and willing to talk to kids but these kids are 

not in the mood. But, again, parents should devise ways to break-through. Really this is not [only in] the 

case of orphans because even biological children often do otherwise, and this can as well attributed to 

the prevailing civilization and the dot-com era of today.  So as orphans, there is a need to have 

determination to achieve or reach at their required destiny; they should take advantage of every single 

opportunity available to fully exploit it. So generally that’s what I would advise both sides.  
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 Facilitator: Thanks a lot Florence and Deborah for this conversation, which I think is worthwhile to 

Florence and to other same young men and women. Please let sympathy and love you have for these 

children be continually spread to many others thus serving as an example to other parents as well as 

kids.    

 


